
We make shadow  
payroll simple
It’s never been more important to get shadow payroll 
right, from managing tax liabilities surrounding remote and 
international employees to avoiding stringent fines and the 
reputational damage they cause. Businesses want assurance 
that they’re compliant with complex tax laws, that their 

We understand the challenges of shadow payroll better than most, which is why we created the world’s first Shadow Payroll 
as a service platform. Our service is easily implemented with a plug-and-play API that integrates into your existing technology 
infrastructure, helping you:

Avoid fines and reputational damage Our automated shadow payroll platform calculates actual tax liabilities to unprecedented 
accuracy – radically reducing the risk of unexpected fines.

Assure compliance 

Reach a global marketplace

Free up your teams

Our dedicated team of tax experts keep our platform updated with changing legislation, 
keeping you and your business constantly compliant.

Our technology is the perfect choice for organisations looking at global growth – Our near global 
coverage solution is fully scalable and adaptable, with no extra personnel or work needed.

On average, our automated shadow payroll replaces 70-80% of repetitive, manual tasks, freeing 
up your staff to focus on work that truly matters. 

How Certino can help

bottom line is safe from penalties, and that their shadow 
payroll service is simple, accurate and secure.

Certino’s automated Shadow Payroll solution will help 
your business save time, save costs and be compliant.
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QUICK DIGITAL GUIDE

PRIMARY PALETTE

Purple and orange remain the primary colours as they
are originated from the logo. Orange should be used 
as an accent colour and call-to-action colour.
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SECONDARY PALETTE

To allow the brand to bring a visual respite from the
purple and the orange, we have added 4 new colours
as a secondary palette, these can be used in
backgrounds and on icons to complement the 
primary palette.  

ICON EXAMPLE

When presenting features of the Certino sofware,
simple line icons can be used to accompany the
content and visually add interest.

Depending on the size of the icon and its importance,
it could be that the use of a duotone is required as
demonstrated on the left.

Orange   
Hex #dd6c13
R 221
G 108
B 19

Purple  
Hex #472C76
R 71
G 44
B 118

Mid-blue  
Hex #49a5bd
R 73
G 165
B 189

Dark-blue  
Hex #304189
R 48
G 65
B 137

Aqua
Hex #a6c9bc
R 166
G 201
B 188

Teal  
Hex #1d6e80
R 29
G 110
B 128

We have used Lato Black and Lato regular for 
headers and body copy on the website.Shadow payroll is a challenge for 

modern businesses
We spoke to over 600 decision makers at organisations 
that offer shadow payroll services to their clients. Here’s 
what they had to say…

say clients have paid unnecessary 
levels of tax due to shadow 
payroll miscalculations

admit that this happens 
every month

have clients that have 
been fined due to tax 
miscalculations

95% 41% 37% 

We make shadow payroll simple

We tailor our support to meet the client’s needs, and slot seamlessly  
into any existing payroll process and technology ecosystem.

Save time, save costs, stay compliant with Certino
Get in touch to hear more about our solution and our existing technology partners
+44 ( 0)207 118 1415 | www.certino.com | info@certino.com | or message us via live chat


